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First Kodiak Goes to STC!
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by Jon Egeler

W

hen I was asked to be on the Board
of Directors of Spokane Turbine
Center, I never expected things to happen
so quickly. Spokane Turbine Center (STC)
was formed in 2007 to provide quality turbine aircraft flight and maintenance training for missions. As a not-for-profit ministry, the idea was to provide an inexpensive
yet top quality program that would meet
the specific needs of mission personnel.

The training would be designed to address
the unique challenges that missionaries
face in operating and maintaining turbine
aircraft in remote locations and less than
ideal conditions.
The original plan called for a hangar
to be built this year, a simulator and turbine engine training aids to be in place,
and training to be in full swing by the time
STC took delivery of Kodiak serial #51,

Safety. . . A Way of Life!

which they have reserved. Things were
moving along quite well, with hangar blueprints being finalized, simulator details
being worked out, and training curriculum
being worked on, when the big surprise
came!
Just before Christmas, the first
Kodiak off the production line was
declined by the original purchaser and
became available. After many phone calls,
Continued on Page 6

The Reason Why

by Steve Quigg

O

ne of the constant frustrations in this job (yes, there
are a few) is our inability to adequately communicate
the significance of what MSI does as a safety organization.
Unless you’ve been at the pointy end of one of our safety
consultations, or had an epiphany moment in the midst of
a safety seminar, or seen hope start to grow again when an
MSI team member came alongside to help, you may have
little idea of why we do what we do. That’s not to say that
you don’t appreciate what we do, support what we do or
believe in what we do. If you didn’t, you probably wouldn’t
be reading this article right now. But do you really understand why we get so passionate about the work we do? You
may not. So let me try to lend some perspective.
Elsewhere in this issue of Safety Net you’ll read
about a couple of mission aviation flights that turned out
poorly. Regardless of the whys and wherefores behind the
causes of those accidents, the good news in those accident
reports is that the pilots came through their ordeals relatively unscathed. But the cold hard fact is that those aircraft
are now out of commission and no longer able to perform
the tasks for which they were dedicated. The tough question is, “What about the people and supplies that are supposed to be flying in those aircraft right now?”
You’re probably aware, at least in a peripheral way, that
the December presidential election in Kenya turned quickly
into the ugliest of tragedies. Hundreds of thousands of people
were chased from their homes and any sense of normalcy as
the political tug-of-war morphed rapidly into tribal warfare
and death. In the accompanying two articles, you can read
first-hand accounts of the chaos and confusion that occurred.
MSI was in Kenya just weeks before that election to
do an in-depth consultation for AIM AIR, a long-time MSI
member. The consultation was followed a week later by a
safety seminar for the benefit of both AIM AIR and Mission
Aviation Fellowship—Kenya. In all honesty, we’ll have to
wait until eternity to learn just what effect our work there
may have had on the safety cultures of those organizations
even in such distressing times. But what we do know is that
both groups are deeply committed to running safe, highquality operations and their participation in the consultation
and seminar were simply indications of the depth of that
commitment.
We also know that because they were in Kenya with
planes, pilots and mechanics ready to go, they made a profound difference for good in the midst of the evil situation
that was unfolding around them. The point is, airplanes or
pilots that get bent and broken in accidents don't get the
privilege of flying anything anywhere to serve anybody until
they are repaired or replaced.
Passionate about safety? You bet we are. There’s ministry out there waiting to be done. Broken airplanes and
MSI
pilots simply can't get the job done!

AIM AIR in Kenya

by Matt Olson, Gen. Manager

On Thursday, 27 December 2007, Kenya held national elections. They happen every five years. There is often some trouble, but
no one was prepared for or predicted what was to come. It was a very
close election and there was controversy during the vote tallying. In
the days that followed, pressure mounted as the Opposition candidate, Raila Odinga, remained ahead in the vote count. On Sunday
evening, the sitting president, Mwai Kibaki, was declared the winner. An hour later, President Kibaki was hurriedly sworn in to a second term. The country immediately erupted in violence and outrage.
Our Kenya based pilots and mechanics live with their families
a few miles from Nairobi’s city center. We also live within very close
proximity, less than a mile, to the Kibera slum, one of Africa’s largest. One million people live there in horrible conditions. Kibera
exploded. That Sunday evening and most of the next day, there
were running battles with the police, gunfire, smoke from mobs setting buildings and tires ablaze, looting, and chaos. From our houses
we could see the fires nearby and hear the gunfire which was often
very close. Many of the pictures you have seen in the news are of
roads and storefronts that we use and visit. None of our personnel have been harmed, but this has not been a distant event for us.
Members of the President’s tribe were being massacred. In
one instance that sent shock waves around the world, 50 women
and children who were hiding in a church for protection were
burned alive. A three year old girl escaped the flames but men
grabbed her and threw her back into the fire where she died.
At dawn on Tuesday morning, one of our pilots put on a bullet proof vest and drove to the hangar on his motorcycle to begin
our evacuation flying from the Western Province. We waited for
a lull in the gunfire and off he went. That was the beginning.
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Mitigating Suffering in Kenya

In the last week we have moved over 500 people, mainly
women and children, from the hardest hit areas of Western
Kenya. Our pilots are currently flying into these areas of madness and hatred every day. I have personally been on a number
of these flights. One man, John Mwangi, told me that his family had been at home the night the election was announced.
Very soon thereafter, young men came and began to beat on
his house. He, along with his wife and two young daughters,
ran into the forest as his house and small business were set on
fire. When his family climbed aboard our aircraft, they were
exhausted. They had found relative safety at the local police
station, but for many days they had no food or water and were
sleeping out in the open. It gets very cold there at night and
the mosquitoes made life even more miserable. Once we were
airborne, I saw on their faces a sense of relief I will never forget.
Largely we moved people who might be described as
“the weak.” We moved mostly young children. We moved
the elderly. On one flight I had several young teenage girls
with severe polio in their legs. As I watched this particular group slowly make their way to the terminal building,
it occurred to me that these were the people who couldn’t
run away when the nightmare and horror became a reality.
In the path of a bloodthirsty mob, these were the helpless.
As I write these words, the BBC is reporting 600 people
dead and 250,000 displaced. The last couple of days have been
better. Calm seems to be slowly returning to this land. However,
the hatred and rage that has been on display here this last week
has seriously damaged the image of Kenya as a stable, peaceful country in the midst of other war torn nations. Things like

this were not supposed to happen here, but they have. Please join
us in prayer for those affected by the violence and for Kenya’s
leaders to make good and just decisions for the nation’s future.
Permission by Matt Olson, AIM AIR

MAF in Kenya
Kenya (MNN) Kenya’s continued struggle for democracy remains
shrouded in violence. Mission Aviation Fellowship's team has been
answering the emergency call for evacuations and humanitarian help. Country Director Bernard Terlouw says their planes are
small, but their response wasn’t. “We don’t even have an idea how
to do this, but we just started flying. We know that several hundred
thousand people have run away from their homes, so what can we
do? I would say nothing, but every 13 that we have pulled out and
brought to Nairobi or to a safe place, every 13 are 13.” MAF pilots
have flown to various towns . . . to evacuate both Kenyans . . . and
staff members of [Christian] organizations . . . who were no longer
safe in their homes.
Terlouw says they reserved no fuel for getting themselves
out. It was this stand that gave their testimony for Christ strength.
“The one message that Jesus gave was that you love people who
do not love you. We could fly out; we could just ignore the fact
that some people were confessing the Muslim faith; some people
maybe were fighting with each other. If they needed evacuation,
because we’re a Christian organization, just come on board, and
we have to help you.’”
Permission by Greg Yoder, MNN
Photo credits:
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Background picture, Soldier, Soldiers with Vehicle, and
DC-3 by Jay Hopkins; Gun Prohibition by Jon Egeler.
MSI

A Rookie's Perspective on How It's Done
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by Bruce Booker

The Kenya 2007 MSI Team (l. to r.) of Gail and Steve Quigg (MSI V.P. Field Services), Jon Egeler (MSI President), Jay Hopkins (President,
Error Prevention Institute and MSI Board Member), Daryl Bussert (JAARS Director of Aviation Safety) and Bruce Booker.
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ast November I had the privilege of
being a member of an MSI team in
Nairobi, Kenya, for a consultation and
safety seminar for AIMAIR. I have a lot
of international experience (I’m a missionary kid, and my wife and I travel a
lot), and have been involved in aviation for
more than three decades. I attribute my
love of flying to all those flights in MAF
and JAARS airplanes as a kid. But this
trip was a new adventure for me.
God led me to a connection with
MSI through what could easily be seen
as a random and coincidental set of
circumstances. Of course, we know that
such things are never really random or
coincidental. We go nowhere by accident.
Wherever we go, God puts us there. He
has a reason for putting us there, and He
goes there with us.
To make a long story short, about two
months before the trip, Steve Quigg invited
me to join the MSI team in Nairobi. Adding
trip and seminar preparation to an already
‘full plate’ at work and a couple of other time
consuming projects made it a very busy two
months. But Steve was very supportive
whenever I needed guidance or help.
As an MSI ‘rookie’, I had my ﬁrst
exposure to MSI’s consultation process. As
a manager in my ‘real’ job, I have been on

the receiving end of a number of audits. It
was interesting being on the other side of
the process. I quickly came to appreciate
MSI’s consultation and audit process.
It takes a thorough look at not only the
ﬂight and maintenance operations, but also
at the overall health of the organization
and the wellbeing of its members. And it
does so without being overly intrusive or
confrontational. The end product is an
honest, comprehensive look at how a good
organization can make itself even better.
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One of the great things that I found
about MSI is the spirit of the organization
and its people. They are experts, yet they
approach their work with a spirit of service
and humility. I was a rookie, but I felt
quickly and warmly welcomed as a full
member of the team. I discovered after I
returned home that Gail Quigg even kept
4

our wives up to date by emails during our
trip. I found those ‘extra touches’ to be
typical of the MSI organization. And I had
the added ‘bonus’ of a ﬂight to the Masai
Mara and an opportunity to see some of
the big African animals while I was there.
Growing up as an MK, I learned
the value of missionary aviation. Over
many years as a pilot and aircraft owner,
I learned the risks involved in aviation,
especially in ‘back country’ and remote area
ﬂight operations. Missionary aviation is an
invaluable tool in spreading the message of
God’s love and in caring for His children
all over the world. MSI is a vital tool in
helping missionary aviation organizations
to operate safely and eﬃciently.
Our God is a wonderful, loving God.
He does amazing things for us. One of the
great things He did for me was leading
me to a connection with MSI. It was a
humbling privilege to be a member of the
MSI
MSI team in Nairobi.
Bruce Booker has 35 years in law enforcement with specialty in the intelligence
ﬁeld. A Vietnam veteran, he is a pilot and
Captain in the Seattle Sheriff's ofﬁce, involved in that department's Air Support
(Helicopter) and Search & Rescue units.
He is also an adjunct instructor for the US
Homeland Security and FEMA agencies.
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ou may notice that we have included
two reports on accidents in this issue
of Safety Net. This is a bit of a departure
from the past, and you may be wondering
about our policy of protecting the names
and identities of the individuals and ministries when talking about accidents.
First of all, reports of these accidents were widely released, both on the
ministries’ web sites and in other publications. We requested and received permission from Agape Flights and New Tribes
Mission Aviation to publish these articles. We felt it our duty to not ignore or
“hide” what are in fact historical events
that occurred. We do not speculate or pass
judgment on anyone, only report the facts.
The concern over confidentiality
introduces a subject that is worth reviewing, however. Whether we like it or not,
with the advent of electronic mail and
communication, information is much more
available all over the world. When disaster
strikes, emails, pictures, VOIP, and Skype
can be used to get the word out to almost
anywhere in the world in an instant. This
was made very clear to me last year when
I received word about an accident that
had happened half way around the world
about 4 hours earlier. When I got on my
computer to book a flight, I searched on
the ministry’s name to check on locations,
and found that there were already pictures of the accident posted on one of the
passenger’s personal web page!

Christian ministries need to be above
reproach, and thus we have to be careful
not to appear to be hiding anything. This
becomes an issue when we are slow to
release information about the facts of an
historical event. We must realize that the
press will publish something before their
deadline, even if they have to make it up, so
we may as well give them accurate facts, and
use the opportunity to communicate our
concern for the victims and perhaps elicit
some sympathy and prayer for our ministry.
Another facet of the discussion
regards the “Just Culture” movement. This
movement, which involves many industries
besides aviation, promotes the idea that
blame should not be a part of accident
investigation. They recognize that nobody
intends to have an accident (otherwise it
would not be an accident, but terrorism or
criminal activity), so punishing the person
responsible is counterproductive. Causes
and set-ups that contributed to the event
are examined, and corrections are made,
perhaps including further training for the
responsible party. Just getting rid of the
person who had the accident does not help
to prevent it from recurring.
For those of you familiar with MSI’s
history, you will recognize much of what
we have been saying for many years in the
statements above. We have yet to find a
missionary pilot or technician who deliberately caused an accident, and many of
them have gone on to have long and suc-

MSI Financial Report - 2007
Income
25.6%

57.5%

Safety Summit Update

6.2%
54.6%

5.8%
1.5%

3.2%

Memberships
23,101
Contributions
95,121
RSVP Program Support
38,463
Donated Services & Materials 203,078
Assessments, Reimbursements 1,401
Total Income 371,794

cessful ministries after experiencing a serious accident. This should not come as a
surprise when we think that this is the
way God treats us—when we make a mistake, He doesn’t condemn us as a failure,
but He corrects and forgives, and helps us
get on our feet and do better.
So next time you read or hear about
someone’s accident, don’t gloat, judge, or
laugh at their misfortune. Rather, remember it could be you, and when it is you,
don’t try to hide the facts in shame. Be
transparent, and others will be more willing to pray and help you recover. They
will also be valuable assets as you work to
address the causes and prevent future accidents, and they will learn lessons that will
help them prevent accidents, too. As we all
work together, we will continue to Make
Safety a Way of Life.
Jon Egeler
President

Expense

10.4%
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Transparency in Mission Aviation

35.2%
Administrative Program Services
124,367
Donated Program Services & Materials 203.078
Management & General
20,539
Fund Raising
5,174
Total Expense 353,158
Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets 18,636
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Mission Safety International’s Safety
Summit III has been rescheduled to
April 8-10, 2008. It will take place at
the Mooirivier Conference Center in
Dalfsen, Holland. Representatives
from missionary aviation ministries
all over the world are expected to
attend this important Summit as
we discuss ways to coordinate our
safety efforts. We appreciate your
prayers as we prepare to facilitate
this historic event.

First Kodiak . . .

Agape Flights Caravan Ditches

emails and some quick trips, it was official—STC purchased Quest Kodiak serial number 001! I was thrilled to
be able to attend the ceremony when the Board of Directors
of Quest Aircraft handed over the keys to the Board of
Directors of STC. It brought great pleasure to everyone
involved that the first model of this aircraft was being delivered to a mission organization envisioned to meet the specific needs of missionary aviation turbine training.
This unexpected receipt of a Kodiak much sooner
than anticipated has of course changed many time-lines.
STC is now in high gear, endeavoring to orchestrate the
many details of construction and organization in hope of
beginning training this fall.

A

Cessna Grand Caravan 208B,
owned and operated by Agape
Flights of Venice, Florida, was
forced to ditch on December 20 in
the Caribbean near Chub Cay after
experiencing a loss of engine power.
We praise God that the two occupants who were crew members on
the flight escaped serious injury and
were rescued by a sailboat shortly
afterward. At press time, the final
results of the official investigation
into the cause of the power loss are
not available.

MSI was able to interview the
pilots and glean some valuable lessons for all of missionary aviation
to use. Both pilots credit wearing
their seat belts and shoulder harnesses with preventing serious injury or death in the initial impact—
reinforcing MSI’s long standing
admonishment to install and use
restraints for all occupants in aircraft. Your prayers for this ministry as they recover and attempt to
replace the aircraft are appreciated.
MSI

New Tribes Mission Loses Helicopter
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Veteran turbine pilot Ed Robinson (r.) checks out
the Kodiak controls under the watchful eye of John
Armstrong (l.), Chairman of the STC Board.

Many missions have Kodiaks on order. One of
the most exciting implications of STC’s acquisition of
Kodiak S/N 001 is that mission organizations will have
early access to the aircraft, well in advance of receiving
their own airplane. Thus the mission aviation community has an unprecedented opportunity for cooperation
and collaboration in developing standard operating procedures and training curriculum for the Kodiak. This
should produce many safety benefits and is very exciting
to MSI, as we have been encouraging this sort of thing
for many years.
An across-the-nation tour of the Kodiak is being
planned for this summer, where STC’s vision and ministry can be presented, along with building support for
Quest Aircraft and the mission organizations that will
be using Kodiaks in their ministries. Keep an eye out
for when it lands near you. You just might be able to
catch a ride in this unexpected Christmas present to the
MSI
Spokane Turbine Center!

Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

n the morning of Nov. 27,
NTM Aviation’s Jet Ranger
helicopter was seriously damaged at
a remote jungle airstrip.
Missionary
pilot
Ray
Finsaas, the only
person aboard,
was able to walk
away from the
accident with no
apparent injuries.
At the time, Ray
was shuttling fuel
from that airstrip
to the missionary team in the
Inapang tribe.
The f uel wa s
in a sling under
the helicopter—a common
way of carrying cargo by helicopter.
However, one of the ropes supporting the sling became looped over
one of the helicopter’s skids.
As Ray lifted the load, “very
close to the ground. . . basically in a
hover,” the loop of rope caused the
weight of the load to be on one side
of the aircraft, instead of being bal-

anced. The fact that the rope was
looped over the skid was the cause
of the accident, said Jim Sims, vice
chairman of NTM Aviation. The
helicopter hit
the ground on
its side, resulting in extensive
damage.
The full
extent of the
damage is not
yet
known.
The helicopter
was put inside
a
container
for shipping
to
NTM
Av i a t i o n’s
facility
in
NTM Photo
Mc Ne a l ,
Arizona,
where it was expected to arrive in
February.
There, NTM Aviation personnel will decide whether it will
be more cost-effective to repair the
helicopter or to replace it. Either
way, the costs will almost certainly
be in the hundreds of thousands of
MSI
dollars.

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate. Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in
such manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.

